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Inventory Optimization Data Assessment
With SAP self service and 3 simple steps
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Summary

Solution
• We download data (master, inventory &
consumption data) from your SAP ECC or
S/4HANA system and analyze them to
calculate inventory saving potentials to
support a business case.
• Central cockpit shows all relevant
information for review at a glance
including key master data, consumption
data, statistics, key figure trends, Alerts,
and so on
Benefits
• Inventory saving potential
• Recommendation on inventory
optimization approach
• KPI analysis on your inventory/service
level/production data
• Recommendation on best fit forecast
models
Learn more
Visit www.sap.com/inventoryoptimization
and www.sap.com/scmcs or email us
scm-consulting-solutions@sap.com for more
information on SCM consulting solutions
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•

In the data assessment, we download
data from your system and analyze them
to calculate inventory reduction
potentials based on your SKUs, to
support a business case, or
for an optimization project, a migration
project or an implementation project.

Objectives
• You want to know the potential of
implementing S/4HANA for SCM, SAP IBP
or you want to know if an inventory
optimization project is necessary
• You face missing transparency regarding
potentials for inventory optimization
• You want to know the potential of
implementing the Demand-Driven Planning
approach with SAP
• You want to know the potential of improving
your service levels
• You want to assess the potential of
optimizing your manufacturing
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Approach
The Inventory Optimization Data Assessment
provides a comprehensive approach to
analyze your potentials in your supply chain in
detail for each single SKU.

Deliverables
• Inventory saving potential
• Recommendation on master data to be
adjusted
• KPI analysis on your inventory/production
order data/sales order data
• Assess inventory/manufacturing KPIs on
aggregated level
• Comparison between current and optimal
safety stocks/re-order points
• Comparison between current and optimal
DDP KPI’s like TOG, TOY, TOR, TORS
zones & levels
• Comparison between agreed and actual
service level
• Add key attention points to focus on
• A recommendation on packages that
would help to improve daily operations
• A remote presentation to show topics
above based on customer data

It follows a simple 3 step approach:
1. You download an ABAP program from an
internet page, install it, run it, download
your data and upload your data to a
secure Sharepoint in the SAP cloud. All
data protection rules are considered.
2. SAP uploads your data to a S/4HANA
system and provides you access to your
own data via SAP S/4HANA and a SAP
Analytics Cloud System (SAC).
3. SAP analyzes the data, provides a detailed
report and presents the results. You can
review our own saving potentials in
S/4HANA and SAC.

Overview

The Inventory optimization data assessment supports your
business case with an easy, fast and simple data assessment for
each of your SKUs, and provides additional statistics and analyses
on SAP S/4HANA and SAP Analytics Cloud (SAC)
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SAP Analytics Cloud (SAC)

SAP S/4HANA
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product specifications may vary.
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